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Abstract: For smart cities using clean energy, optimal energy management has made the development
of electric vehicles more popular. However, the fear of range anxiety—that a vehicle has insufficient
range to reach its destination—is slowing down the adoption of EVs. The integration of an auxiliary
power unit (APU) can extend the range of a vehicle, making them more attractive to consumers.
The increased interest in optimizing electric vehicles is generating research around range extenders.
These days, many systems and configurations of extended-range electric vehicles (EREVs) have
been proposed to recover energy. However, it is necessary to summarize all those efforts made by
researchers and industry to find the optimal solution regarding range extenders. This paper analyzes
the most relevant technologies that recover energy, the current topologies and configurations of
EREVs, and the state-of-the-art in control methods used to manage energy. The analysis presented
mainly focuses on finding maximum fuel economy, reducing emissions, minimizing the system’s
costs, and providing optimal driving performance. Our summary and evaluation of range extenders
for electric vehicles seeks to guide researchers and automakers to generate new topologies and
configurations for EVs with optimized range, improved functionality, and low emissions.
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Extended-range electric vehicles (EREVs), commonly known as series hybrid electric
vehicles (Series-HEV), have better autonomy than electric vehicles (EV) without range
extenders (REs). EREVs can go from one city to another or make long journeys in general.
In recent years, EREVs have attracted considerable attention because of the necessity to
improve autonomy using new and different technologies to generate extra energy for
EVs. Today, fossil fuels meet the needs of the transportation sector to a significant extent,
but bring on various adverse effects, such as air pollution, noise, and global warming.
Compared to internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs), EREVs reduce emissions and
are considered a favorable alternative [1,2]. EREVs, compared with EV, not only have
the advantage of “zero fuel consumption and zero emissions”; they also effectively solve
the problem of having an inadequate driving range due to power storage limitations in
batteries [3]. This paper presents a systematic review on the subject of EREVs. First,
an explanation of all the technologies used to extend the ranges of electric vehicles is
presented and compared, considering the characteristics of each technology. The next
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stage reviews all the possible topologies for an EREV, analyzing the components and
their interactions. The different control methods and their applications are also analyzed.
The last part the analysis of how an EREV can be optimized. All the information is
organized and presented in graphs and tables. As a contribution of our own, we propose a
method for selecting the components of an EREV and designing its architecture based on
the final application and use.
2. Extended Range Electric Vehicle Technology
A range extender (RE) is a small electricity generator (APU) which operates when
needed as a solution to increase autonomy in EVs. The main components of the RE are the
generator and internal or external combustion engine; the internal or external combustion
engine is coupled to the generator in a series configuration. The primary function of the RE
for an EV is to extend the vehicle’s mileage. Operation of the range extender is initiated if
the SOC (state of charge) of the EVs battery drops below a specified level. In this situation,
the engine provides electricity by recharging the battery or directly driving the EV during
travel and continues the vehicle’s operation [4]. The difference in a plug-in hybrid electric
vehicle (PHEV) is that the electric motor always propels the wheels. The engine acts as a
generator to recharge the vehicle’s battery when it depletes or as it propels the vehicle [5].
A series configuration is used as the main system, which is considered an APU. The system
is connected to several subsystems, such as the generator, battery, electronic management
system, and electric motor. The electric motor converts electrical energy from the battery
to mechanical power. It propels the wheels while the APU generates electric energy to
recharge the battery. Finally, the electronic management system controls all the systems
for optimal functioning. The EREV has two operation modes: pure electric vehicle and
extended-range mode. If the distance is short, the vehicle operates in pure electric vehicle
mode without the RE. If the distance is long, the vehicle operates in extended-range electric
vehicle mode.
The RE is off as long as there is sufficient energy in the battery for purely electric
driving, and activated whenever the SOC drops below a certain level. The RE works
until the desired SOC is achieved. The battery power manager gives this function. Figure 1
shows an EREV and energy flow configuration: (a) charge sustaining period and (b) depletion
period. There are many technical and social challenges ahead for EVs coming up against
the conventional ICEVs. Range anxiety is the most challenging problem facing EV drivers
due to their shorter driving ranges compared to ICEVs. Range anxiety stems from the
limited energy density in the current batteries (0.565 MJ/kg for Li-ion battery), which is
very low as compared to fossil fuel (43.48 MJ/kg) [6].

Figure 1. Configuration of an EREV and energy flow: (a) charge sustaining period; (b) depleting period.

2.1. Technological Classification of EREV
The electric propulsion system is the heart of an EREV. It consists of the motor drive,
a transmission (optional) device, and wheels. There are three kinds of electric motors:
direct or alternating current and in-wheel motors (also called wheel motors). The primary
requirements of the EREV motor are summarized as follows:
1.
2.

High instant power and high power density.
High torque at low speeds for starting and climbing, and high power at high speeds
for cruising.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

An extensive speed range including constant-torque and constant-power regions.
In this case, the APU, when it is on, needs to operate in the same regions.
Fast torque response.
High efficiency over a large speed and torque ranges.
High reliability and robustness for various vehicle operating conditions.
Reasonable cost.

2.1.1. Internal Combustion Engine Extended Range (ICE-ER)
The range extender comprises a fuel tank, an internal combustion engine, and a
permanent magnet synchronous generator [3,6–34], as shown in Figure 2. The structure is
mechanically decoupled between the RE and the wheels of the EV. This configuration leads
to a strong point whereby the output characteristics of the RE are not related to the vehicle’s
traction performance, and the output power only needs to meet the driving requirements.
Therefore, one of the main objectives is to keep the RE operating in the high-efficiency
region. The engine and the generator should be matched to achieve this common operating
region [8]. As another solution, several studies have focused on energy harvesting using
other types of fuels, such as natural gas [35] or diesel [36,37], to reduce pollution levels.

Figure 2. A diagram of the configuration of ICE-ER.

2.1.2. Regenerative Shock Absorber Extended Range (RSA-ER)
The shock absorber is a crucial component of the vehicle suspension and is combined
with the suspension spring to filter vibrations when driving on rough roads. Typically,
energy from vibrational sources is dissipated through hydraulic friction and heat via shock
absorbers [38]. Currently, there are three categories for RSAs. The first type directly uses
an electromagnetic method to generate electric power. The schemes of operation can be
linear or rotary [39]. A linear electromagnetic RSA converts the kinetic energy of vertical
oscillations into electricity by electromagnetic induction.
The second is the hydraulic RSA. This RSA can harvest energy by employing oscillatory motion to drive the power generator. Some studies reformed the existing hydraulic
shock absorber and utilized the oil in the shock absorber to flow into a parallel oil circuit.
They usually used the flowing fluid to drive a hydraulic motor connected in parallel to a
DC/AC generator [40].
The third category is the mechanical RSA, which was developed quickly because of
its greater efficiency and average power [38]. The general architecture of said RSA using
supercapacitors, which are applied to extend the battery endurance, has four main parts:
(1) the suspension vibration input module, (2) the transmission module, (3) the generator
module, and (4) the power storage module, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. A diagram of the configuration of an RSA-ER.
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2.1.3. Regenerative Braking Extended Range RB-ER
The EV’s motor can work as a generator under deceleration procedures, charging the
battery and exerting regenerative braking torque on the axle simultaneously, as shown in
Figure 4. A regenerative braking system (RBS) can capture the kinetic energy of an electric
vehicle during the deceleration process, thereby improving the EV’s energy efficiency.
For an EV, friction and regenerative brakes generate brake torque, either separately or
together [41]. In addition, the use of an adequate control strategy helps to reduce the
loss rate; for example, the revised regenerative braking control strategy (RRBCS) can
reduce inefficiency at the expense of slight braking energy recovery loss. Thus it positively
affects prolonging the battery’s life while ensuring braking safety and maximal recovery
energy [42].

Figure 4. The configuration of an RB-ER. Energy flow: left generator mode and right traction mode.

An EV with automatic mechanical transmission (AMT) has higher transmission efficiency because it uses a composite braking process. The braking force of the motor varies
according to the transmission gears at the same speed. Therefore, when the vehicle is braking, the transmission gear can be shifted reasonably according to the vehicle’s condition.
This mechanism improves the EV economy, since it allows the motor to work efficiently
while recovering the braking energy to the maximum extent. An appropriate strategy can
effectively improve the energy recovery rate and ensure braking safety and stability [43].
2.1.4. Fuel Cell Extended Range (FC-ER)
Fuel cells (FC) are electrochemical energy conversion devices that convert chemical
energy directly into electrical energy and heat [44]. The electrochemical transformation
is a chemical reaction of oxidant and reductant to produce electricity and water in stack
output [45].
An anode, a cathode, and an electrolyte are the main components of an FC; water and
electrical energy are the products. In the process, the anode supplies hydrogen, and the
cathode terminal supplies oxygen [46]. During the reaction, hydrogen decomposes into
positive protons and negative ions on the anode side. The resulting positive particles
reach the cathode tip through the electrolyte, allowing only the positively charged particles
to pass. The electrons, the negative ions at the end of the anode, tend to reunite with
the positively charged particles and pass to the cathode side through an external circuit.
This electron flow in the external circuit generates electricity. The electrons passing to the
cathode side combine with positively charged particles and oxygen to produce pure water
and heat, as shown in Figure 5 [1,47–53].

Figure 5. A diagram of the configuration of FC-ER.
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2.1.5. Micro Gas Turbine Extended Range (MGT-ER)
Microturbines (MGT) are small gas turbines with output power levels of 30 to 500 kW [54].
A MGT mainly consists of a single-stage radial compressor, a radial turbine section, and a
recuperator. They usually use foil bearings (air bearings). The typical cycle of an MGT
consists of four processes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A radial compressor compresses the inlet air.
Air is pre-heated in the recuperator using heat from the turbine exhaust.
Heated air from the recuperator is mixed with fuel in the combustion chamber
and burned.
Hot gas expands in turbine stages, and the gas’s energy is converted into mechanical
energy to drive the air-compressor and the drive equipment (usually generator).

Automakers claim that the gas turbine is the most efficient solution that is on its way.
In particular, MGT can be an alternative to the ICE as a RE for EVs. The MGT produces less
raw exhaust gaseous emissions, such as hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide, and has more
static applications compared to the ICE. In addition, any MGT is lighter than the equivalent
ICE, and it provides a potential reduction in the level of carbon dioxide produced [55–57].
Figure 6 shows the configuration of an MGT-ER connected to a generator and in series with
a battery.

Figure 6. A diagram of the configuration of MGT-ER.

2.1.6. Thermoacoustic Engine Extended Range (TAE-ER)
Most vehicles waste nearly a third of their fuel’s energy through the exhaust. Therefore,
an efficient waste heat recovery process would undoubtedly improve fuel efficiency and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Multiple waste heat recovery proposals exist. One of
these is the thermoacoustic converter (TAC). The engine exhaust (hot side) and the coolant
(cold side) produce a temperature differential that the TAC uses to produce electricity.
Essentially, the TAC converts exhaust waste heat into electricity in two steps:
1.
2.

The exhaust heat is converted to acoustic energy (mechanical);
The acoustic energy is converted to electrical energy [58].

Three main stages illustrate how a TAE functions. The first is fuel burning in the
combustion compartment, containing the combustion chamber blower and the combustion chamber. The second is the hot exhaust gases heading into the hot heat exchanger,
transferring heat to the working fluids through a heat pipe. The third is the stack, which
is the TAE’s thermal module area and is surrounded by a hot and cold reservoir on each
side, exchanging heat. The cold reservoir exchanges heat through the cold HEX with the
ambient air [59,60]. Figure 7 shows a diagram with the main components in a TAE-ER.

Figure 7. A diagram of the configuration of TAE-ER.
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2.1.7. Flywheel Energy Storage Extended Range (FES-ER)
A flywheel energy storage (FES) system has fast charge/discharge, is infinitely clean,
and is highly efficient. The system consists of three energy storage components: a flywheel,
a battery, and an ultra-capacitor. A flywheel is a rotating disk used as a mechanical
energy storage device [61]. Two classes of materials are commonly used to fabricate the
flyWheel, steel and composite materials. The difference is their rotational stress limitations.
A composite-based flywheel can support higher speeds and rotational stress thresholds
than a steel-based one. Therefore, composite materials can be used at high speeds (up
to 100.00 rpm), whereas lower speeds (up to 10.000 rpm) apply to steel-based flywheels,
which are heavier than the composite ones. The main limitation for the use of the composite
material is its cost [62]. As a kind of short-term energy storage system, the FES system
cannot be the primary power source of the vehicle. Therefore, a FES system with high
power density is often used as an APU for a vehicle. The FES works while the vehicle
brakes; it absorbs the RB energy. When the vehicle needs to accelerate, the FES system and
the battery provide energy to the vehicle [31], as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. A diagram of the configuration of FES-ER.

2.1.8. Solar Energy Storage Extended Range (SES-ER)
Solar photovoltaic cells (PVCs) generate electricity by absorbing sunlight and converting it to electric current. Vehicle companies favor solar energy storage (SES) systems
for their cleanliness, safety, and economic performance. Studying efficient and stable SES
systems has become critical for many automobile enterprises [63]. A car using a PVC
improves autonomy by about 10% when used in a city [64]. Ezzat et al. [65] proposed a
novel comprehensive energy storage system for EREV. The energy storage system proposed consists of PVCs, an FC, and batteries. The results showed that the addition of
solar cells to the energy storage system of EREV could improve energy efficiency, perfectly
complementing a range extender. Figure 9 shows the configuration of an FES-ER.

Figure 9. A diagram of the configuration of SES-ER.

2.1.9. Rotatory Engine Extended Range (RE-ER)
Rotary engines (REs) are small in size, and their high power output makes multiple
electrification technology solutions possible via a shared packaging layout. The rotarypowered range extender takes advantage of their compatibility with gaseous fuels: it works
by burning liquefied petroleum gas to provide a source of electricity. A rotary engine has
only two moving parts: the rotor and the shaft are inherently balanced with no oscillating
components and produce minimal vibrations [66]. Each crankshaft revolution produces
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one rotor revolution, a complete engine cycle in each of the four chambers, and four power
strokes [67]. Figure 10 shows the configuration of RE-ER.

Figure 10. A diagram of the configuration of RE-ER.

Hydrogen combustion in a RE was carried out by Zambolov et al. [68], which complements the research about REs.
2.1.10. Wind Turbine Extended Range (WT-ER)
When a vehicle moves, it experiences wind resistance in two different forms—frictional
drag and form drag. Frictional drag arises due to the viscosity of air, and form drag arises
due to air pressure variation in the front and rear sides of the vehicle [69]. Suppose
this wind energy is used to extract some power, not to create any component of force
or thrust opposite the direction of the vehicle’s propulsion. In that case, the energy can
produce electricity to charge up the EV battery itself. [66,70,71] presented a conceptual
design of harnessing wind’s power to generate extra energy. Those designs can provide
energy which could be stored or directly used to power electronic devices and vehicle
instrumentation in a car or truck in movement. The use of wind energy in an EV can have
different configurations, depending highly on the vehicle. One must not increase the drag
coefficient to an extent that risks recovering the energy inefficiently. Figure 11 shows the
configuration of WT-ER.

Figure 11. A diagram of the configuration of wind energy extended range.

3. A Comparison of the Technology Used in EREVs
When we design an extended range electric vehicle, we start by comparing the different technologies, analyzing their possible configurations, and analyzing the relationships
among all their components.
The selection of the type of range extender at the time of vehicle design will depend on
certain system characteristics. Thus, range extender systems are compared here. The criteria
by which the systems are evaluated are as follows.
•
•
•
•

System power;
Amount of extra range;
Global system efficiency;
Emissions.

Vehicle concepts can have diverse sets of specifications. For example, the battery size
and user profile determine the amount of time a range extender is used. This defines the
importance of the efficiency. Furthermore, depending on the type of vehicle, the packing
weight can be a more or less important criterion for choice of technology.
A brief overview of the collected information is presented in Table 1. It is clearly
possible to identify that there are major differences between some of the concepts.
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Table 1. A comparison of the extended range systems.

Extended Range
System

System Power

Extra Range

Efficiency

Emissions

ICE-ER

30 kW [12]
35 kW [14]
5.5 kW [35]
111 kW [72]

232.79% [7]
430 km [12]
51–139 km [35]
380 km [73]
330 km [74]
676 [72]

20–40% [75,76]
31% [12]

Low

Fuel cell-ER

20 kW [77]
85–83 kW [78]
1200 W [47]
25 kW [79]
128 kW [80]

500 km [77]
650 km [80]
665 km [81]
594 km [81]
1500 km [82]

70% [77]
63.6–72.4% [83]
43% [47]
55.21% [79]

No

Rotary
engine-ER

3.8 kW [84]
20 kW [85]

80 km [85]
321 km [86]

73% [87]
78% [84]
77% [85]

Low

RB-ER

14.8 kW [88]
55.75–82.66 kJ [89]
298.75 kJ [90]

32.1–47.7% of the
total recoverable
energy [89]
1.18% SOC improve [90]

79–94% [88]
30–60% [26]
47% [89]

No

MGT-ER

32 kW [91]
100 kW [92]
63.3 kW [93]

370 km [94]

47.2% [95]
28% [91]
30% [92]
35% [94]
38% [93]

Low

PVC-ER

68.2–300 W [96]

19.6 km [96]

91.2% [96]
20.2–23% [96]

No

WT-ER

2.64 kW [97]
0.1–1.1 kW [70]

add up to 10% [98]
7.27 km [97]

75% [97]
75–90% [70]

Low

FES-ER

40 kW to 1.6 MW [99]
60–101 kW [100]
1–20 kW [101]

50% milage over [100]
1.17% milage over [102]

60% [100]
90–95% [103]
70–90% [104]

No

TAE-ER

710 W [105]
1029 W [106]
58 W [107]
1.5 kW [108]

80% fuel consumtion
savings [59]

33.8–38.7% [60]
30% [105]
5.4% [106]
18% [78]
16% [108]

Low

RSA-ER

8–40 W [100]
0.74–0.78 kW [109]
19.2–67.5 W [110]
4.3 W [38]

Can power an 8 W lidar
for 323 days or a 2 W
camera for 1292 days [100]

70–80% [100]
71–84% [111]
33–63% [110]
87% [38]
16% [38]

No
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The increasing demand for extended driving range in electric vehicles is the most
prominent factor driving the EREV market. As a result, the global EREV market is projected
to reach more than 500,000 units and more than $1500 million by 2026, at a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of between 9.0% and 11.89% [112]. The Asia–Pacific market is
estimated to reach more than $750 million by 2026, with a CAGR of 8.1%. North American
market is estimated to reach more than $340 million by 2026, at a significant CAGR of
10.6% [113,114].
Major industry participants are further investing a substantial amount into research
and development processes to create advanced range extender products using various
technologies. The top 10 automotive component manufacturers include the following:
Magna offers a hydrogen fuel-cell platform as a range extender for battery electric vehicles.
MAHLE offers an electric range extender engine for EVs to original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). The company’s range extender engine offers an electric range extension
of 65 km. Rheinmetall offers heater/cooler modules for extending the driving ranges of
electric buses. Plug Power is developing a fuel cell range extender electric vehicle that
can extend the driving range by approximately 136 km. AVL offers the entire range of
powertrain systems for extended-range electric vehicles. The five other leading players
are Ballard Power Systems, FEV, Delta Motorsport, Ceres Power, Nissan, General Motors,
and BMW [112].
Many OEMs have integrated some of the RE technologies into mass production
vehicles. Companies such as Chevrolet with its Volt model [72], BMW with its I3 and I3Rex
models [73,74], and Honda with its Clarity model [115], have incorporated ICEs as range
extenders. Brands such as Toyota with its Mirai model [80], and Hyundai with its Nexo
model [81], have incorporated fuel cells as range extenders in light vehicles; NIKOLA
MOTORS has included fuel cells in trucks, giving them autonomy for around 1500 km [82].
Mazda incorporated a rotary engine in its model Mazda 2 [86] and plans to incorporate
the same technology in SUVs in the future. The heavy duty truck OEM MACK is using an
MGT to extend the ranges of their vehicles. In its Karma model, Fisker placed photovoltaic
cells over the entire roof of the vehicle to recover energy. It is worth mentioning that
regenerative braking is used in almost all mass-produced light EVs and even in trucks such
as the MACk LR model with a power output of 780 kW [116].
The market share of hybrid vehicles with alternative energy represents 0.7% of the total
sales of all cars marketed until the middle of 2021. As of the end of 2020, sales were 0.6% in
North America. Referring to EVs with ICEs to extend their ranges, Honda’s Clarity and
Chevrolet’s Volt have market shares of 4% and 0.1% respectively. Furthermore, concerning
EVs with fuel cells to extend the range, there is Toyota’s Mirai model and Hyundai’s Nexo
model with 3.1% and 0.3% [117,118].
3.1. EREV Configuration
The system for power transmission in an EREV includes an APU, an electric motor,
and a battery. Other components complement the system, such as the DC-DC converter
and an electronic controller, but these components do not define the vehicle’s configuration.
The electric motor is the main component that defines the configuration of an electric
vehicle or extended-range electric vehicle. The configuration of the vehicle is determined
by the position of the electric motor and by the technology. The electric motor can be in
a longitudinal or lateral position, and it can be at the front or the rear of the vehicle. The
electric motor transforms electrical energy into mechanical energy and transmits it to the
wheels, but it can also have a gearbox and a mechanical differential. If the car has an
electric motor for each wheel, or if the motors are inside the wheels, the differential system
must be electronic.
An EV and its APU contribute three factors of major importance:
1.
2.
3.

The traction force, which can be forward, backward, or four-wheel drive.
The position of the engine.
If it has a gearbox and the type of differential, mechanical or electronic.
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The type of configuration is studied and analyzed in order to optimize the topology
better. The batteries are left aside and only are under consideration for the type of traction,
the direction that the EV will have, the gearbox, and the final transmission ratio. The APU
can be positioned regardless of the vehicle’s configuration. The electric motor is the only
one that provides power to the wheels.
EREV Topological Configurations
The EREV configuration combines the ICEV and EV configurations. It attempts to
integrate the best parts of each one, and it is relatively flexible. This flexibility is due to
several factors unique to the EV. An EREV works like an EV. First, the energy flow is mainly
via flexible electrical wires rather than rigid and mechanical links, achieving distributed
subsystems. Second, different EREV propulsion arrangements produce significant differences in system configuration. Third, different energy sources (such as auxiliary power
units) have different characteristics and refueling systems. In general, the EREV consists
of three major subsystems. Electric propulsion, which comprises an electronic controller,
a power converter, an electric motor, mechanical transmission, a final drive, and driving
wheels. An energy source, which involves the energy source, energy management unit,
and charger. An auxiliary power unit, which consists of the generator, and depending on
the technology, an ICE, a fuel cell, regenerative braking, regenerative shock absorbers, a
flywheel, a thermoacoustic engine, photovoltaic cells, a gas turbine, a rotary engine, and a
wind turbine/refueling unit. The energy management unit cooperates with the electronic
controller to control regenerative energy and its energy recovery. It also works with the
energy charger and monitors the usability of the energy source.
At present, there are many possible EREV configurations due to the variations in
electric propulsion and energy sources. Thirteen alternatives focus on electric propulsion
variations; some are in typical vehicles, and others are in high-performance vehicles.
(1) All-wheel drive (AWD; Figure 12a) is the first alternative, a direct extension of
the existing ICEV adopting a longitudinal front engine. It consists of an electric motor,
a gearbox, differential, an APU, battery, and a BMS connected to the electric motor; this
configuration has two differentials to transmit the power to both axles.
Figure 12b shows a typical configuration for pick-ups and high-performance sedan
vehicles. The electric motor changes its orientation from longitudinal to cross-wise, maintaining a gearbox, two differentials, an APU, a battery, and a BMS. Figure 12c shows one
electric motor in each axle; this configuration keeps a gearbox coupled with the motor.
The gearbox can be single-gear or two-gear to multiply and divide torque and revolutions.
Figure 12d shows an electric motor for each wheel. The mechanical differential is replaced
by an electronic differential that controls the speed differentiation of one wheel concerning
the other. This type of configuration uses small, high-efficiency electric motors. Figure 12e
shows a configuration with in-wheel motors. Again, one variant can have no gearbox.
In this configuration, the electric motor has high efficiency and high velocity. The electric
motor is connected directly to the wheel, and the other components are like those in the
previous configurations. Figure 12f similarly uses in-wheel motors but simultaneously
incorporates an electric differential, maintaining an APU, a battery, and a BMS; each wheel
efficiently transmits power and reduces weight compared to other configurations.
(2) Front-wheel drive (FWD; Figure 12g). In this configuration, the electric motor
changes from longitudinal to cross while maintaining the same components as the allwheel-drive configuration. The difference is that the mechanical power transmission is
only to the front wheels, and it can have an electric motor for each wheel with or without a
gearbox. Figure 12h shows a configuration in which an electronic differential replaces the
mechanical one. Figure 12i shows a similar configuration using electric motor in-wheel
technology while keeping the battery, the BMS, and the APU.
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Figure 12. All possible EREV configurations.

(3) Rear-wheel drive (RWD) maintains a longitudinal electric motor in Figure 12j,
but the rear wheels receive the mechanical power. In Figure 12k, the significant from
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with the previous one is the position of the electric motor; it changes from longitudinal
to cross; the rest of the components are the same. A configuration that improves the
performance is having an electric motor in each wheel, with or without a gearbox, as shown
in Figure 12l. Figure 12m shows the last configuration, which uses the electric motor inwheel with electric differential. The selection of the configuration will depend on the
size and application of the EREV. The primary criteria for selection are compactness,
performance, weight, and cost.
Using driving cycles lets us know the emissions released and the energy consumption.
However, due to the complexity and diversity of the vehicles, it is not easy to simulate a
whole vehicle fleet using a physical approach [119], so we can use some software to estimate
the emissions and energy consumption. Software such as MATLAB-Simulink, AVL Cruise,
ADAMS, ANSYS, ADVISOR, ANSOFT, and MAPLESim can simulate driver/vehicle systems.
3.2. Key Components of an EREV
First, vehicle weight directly affects performance, especially the range and gradeability.
Lightweight materials such as aluminum and composite materials for the body and chassis
help with weight reduction. Second, achieving a low drag coefficient with the body
design effectively reduces aerodynamic resistance, significantly extending the range of
the EREV on highways or when cruising. The aerodynamic resistance can be reduced by
tapering front and rear ends, and adopting a flat, covered, low-floor design. One can also
optimize the airflow around the front and rear windows while using this flow to cool the
batteries to minimize battery losses efficiently. Third, low rolling resistance tires effectively
reduce running resistance at low and medium driving speeds and play an essential role in
extending the range of EREVs in city driving. The design of an EREV requires considering
the interactions of all the components that it may have. Figure 13 shows all the main
components and the interactions that they may have with each other.

Figure 13. Key components and interactions.
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4. Control and Management
The control issue of power electronic interface converters plays a vital role in the
efficient and safe operation of EREVs. There are many studies on the control of power
flow and energy management. Table 2 shows studies about energy management methods.
The control and management strategies are focused on (1) minimization of fuel consumption and loss of energy, (2) simplifying the structure, (3) increasing the maximum efficiency,
and (4) ensuring robustness and satisfactory driving performance. Energy management:
Adopting an intelligent energy management system (EMS) helps maximize onboard stored
energy. Using sensor inputs, such as air temperature and currents and voltages for the
motors and batteries, among other data, the EMS can perform the following functions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Optimize the system’s energy flow;
Predict the remaining energy and hence the residual driving cycle;
Turn on the APU to charge and improve the autonomy with a suitable control method;
Suggest more efficient driving behavior;
Direct energy regenerated from braking to receptive energy sources such as the batteries;
Modulate temperature control as a response to external climate;
Propose battery charging;
Analyze the operation history of the energy source, especially the battery;
Diagnose any incorrect behavior or defective components of the energy source, or
malfunctions of any component.

Table 2. A summary of control methods and strategies for EREVs.

Control
Methods/Strategy

Author

Controlled
System

Technology

Purpose

Application

Constant power control
strategy

[3]

BMS

ER-ICE

The lowest permissible
level of SOC after the
drive charge the vehicle

Charging Management
Arterial Roads

A power follower control
strategy

[3]

BMS

ER-ICE

The lowest permissible
level of SOC after the
drive charge the vehicle

Charging Management
Express Way

Proportional resonant
control strategy

[8]

Generator

ER-ICE

To maintain the
efficient region
of the generator

Generate more energy

Partial power following
control strategy

[8]

ICE

ER-ICE

To maintain the
efficient region to
operate the ICE

Reduce fuel consumption

A control strategy based
on Pontryagins
Minimum Principle
(PMP)

[9]

ICE

ER-ICE

Monitors the current
SOC of the battery

Minimizes the energy
consumed during driving

Predictive control-based
energy management

[90]

Fuel Cells

ER-FC

Forecasted speed

Minimize hydrogen
consumption

ER-RB

The better capacity of
the regenerative braking
energy consider slip
ratio of the tire

Coordinate regenerative
braking torque and
mechanical friction to
maximize energy recovery
and to ensure the braking
efficiency

Regenerative Braking
control strategy (RRBCS)

[28]

Regenerative
braking
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Table 2. Cont.
Control
Methods/Strategy

Author

Controlled
System

Technology

Purpose

Application

A normal control
strategy based on a
state of charge (SOC)

[12]

ICE

ER-ICE

Monitors the battery
state of charge (SOC)

Reduce CO2 emissions

Automatic Mechanical
Transmission (AMT)
Shift control strategy

[43]

Regenerative
braking

ER-RB

Identify the braking
intention and
transmission shifts
correctly

Improve the braking energy
recovery rate, and ensure
the braking safety a stability

Start-stop control
strategy

[33]

ICEGenerator

ER-ICE

Reduce the start-stop
times and running time

Fuel economy

Adaptive power
management strategy PMS

[18]

ICE

ER-ICE

Asses the battery SOC
and vehicle speed

Improve energy savings, the
fuel, and electrical
consumption
Find maximum torque per
ampere

Method of quantitative
estimation

[120]

Generator

ER-ICE

Optimize the design
parameters aiming at
the maximum efficiency
in the continuos rated

Charge-deplete-chargesustain (CDCS) strategy

[15]

ICEGenerator

ER-ICE

Asses the battery SOC
and vehicle speed

Energy efficiency, reduce
energy consumption and
reduce costs of operation

ER-ICE

Quantify the heat
generation sources and
accurately predicting
cell temperatures

Improve longevity, safety,
and overall performance
Improving the driving range
and battery life while
maintaining thermal comfort
for the passengers

Thermal management
system to battery
cooling strategy

[22]

Battery

A data driving behavior
predictive control
strategy

[23]

Driving
behavior

ER-ICE

Predict the EV power
requests and optimize
their control inputs

Mixed-integer
convex program

[37]

Powertrain

ER-ICE

Formulate an economic
optimization

All the quantities to minimize
are expressed as a monetary
variable

The convex optimal
control problem

[36]

Powertrain

ER-ICE

Optimization over the
entire driving cycle is
computed offline

Achieve the best possible
energy consumption.

ER-ICE

Research and control
the vehicle required
torque

Control the power allocation
of APU and batteries to
reduce fuel consumption and
obtain good fuel economy
Achieve optimal fuel cell life
economy and energy
consumption economy

The optimal operation
curve control strategy

[29]

ICE

Multi-objective
hierarchical prediction
energy management
strategy

[52]

Fuel cells

ER-FC

Propose a Global state of
charge rapid planning
method based only on
the expected driving
distance

A novel energy-aware
velocity planning

[32]

ICE

ER-ICE

Propose energy-aware
velocity planning

Improve electric vehicle fuel
efficiency
Different limits of the APU
power changing rate
significantly influence the
fuel consumption
Prediction horizon so that
energy consumption is
minimized

Pseudospectral optimal
control

[34]

APU

ER-ICE

Maintain engine speed
constant is better for the
dynamic characteristics
of APU

Model predictive
control

[121,122]

Powertrain

ER-ICE

Propose a computationally
tractable model prediction
control (MPC)
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5. System Optimization
As mentioned before, EREVs have complex architectures that contain multidisciplinary
technologies. Since the EREV performance can be affected by many multidisciplinary,
interrelated factors, computer simulations are the most critical technology with which
to optimize performance and reduction costs. Additionally, EREV simulations can help
manufactures to minimize prototyping costs and rapidly evaluate their concepts. Since an
EREV’s system consists of various subsystems clustered together by mechanical, electrical,
control, and thermal links, the simulation should be a parameterized mixed-signal one.
Hence, optimization is at the system level, at which there are many tradeoffs among various
subsystem criteria. The preferred system criteria generally involve numerous iterative
processes. In summary, the system-level simulation and optimization of EREVs should
consider the following key issues.
1.
2.

3.

4.

As the interactions among various subsystems significantly affect the performances of
EREVs, the significance of those interactions should be analyzed and taken into account.
The model’s accuracy is usually correlated with the model’s complexity, but the latter
may run counter to usability, tradeoffs among the accuracy, complexity, usability,
and simulation time should be considered.
The system voltage generally causes contradictory issues for EREV design. For example, the battery weight (higher voltage requires more battery modules in series, and
hence more weight for the battery case). Similarly, motor drive voltage and current
ratings, auxiliary power unit range, energy generated, acceleration performance,
driving range, and safety should be optimized at the system level.
The adoption of multiple energy sources helps to increase the driving range. For the
EREV case, the APU should be optimized based on the vehicle’s performance and
cost requirements.

5.1. Controller Optimization for Plant
In an EREV, a plant could be an ICE, an electric motor, or a battery. Different strategies
can optimize the plant and its controller: sequential, iterative, bi-level, and simultaneous
strategies [123]. Sequential optimization often leads to non-optimal system designs due
to plant/controller optimization coupling. Iterative plant/controller optimization strategies attempt to improve the initial design by first improving the plant design without
compromising control performance and optimizing the controller design without compromising plant performance. In a bi-level plant/controller optimization strategy, two nested
optimization loops are used. The outer loop optimizes the scalar-substituted objective
function by changing only the plant’s design. The role of the inner loop is to generate the
optimal controller for each plant selected by the outer loop. The simultaneous strategy can
be mathematically and computationally challenging for several reasons. The simultaneous
plant/controller optimization problem is a hybrid static/variational problem. Even when the
plant and controller optimization subproblems are convex, the collaborative problem is not
guaranteed to be convex. Figure 14 shows the strategies for plant/controller optimization.

Figure 14. Strategies for plant/controller optimization.
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5.2. Multidisciplinary Optimization
It is necessary to capture the effects of each energy domain on the dynamics of the
other domains to optimize a system. For example, when analyzing extended-range electric
vehicles, the generator and internal combustion engine coupling should be optimized to
provide the energy needed to charge the batteries and increase the vehicle’s autonomy.
EREV power trains reduce design space for the remainder of the physical system and
increase the complexity of the control. The coupling (dependency) among the parameters
of the physical system (e.g., topology) and the control parameters transforms the problem
into a multi-level problem, as depicted in Figure 14. If solved sequentially, it is by definition
sub-optimal [124]. Therefore, the physical system and the control should be designed in an
integrated manner to obtain an optimal system. Due to the oversized dimensions of the
design space, computer simulations of dynamical systems have become more important
as a preliminary step to building prototypes, e.g., for different architectures and component sizes. Computer simulations significantly speed up the control synthesis of a given
design and topology. However, even with computer systems, finding the optimal vehicle
design that provides the best control performance is typically intractable. It is not feasible
(cost or time-wise), given design space, to build all possible vehicles and evaluate which
configuration and parameters provide the best control performance.
5.3. Optimal Control
There is tight integration between the physical design and an element’s control from
a dynamics perspective. A sequential design process is often used to design the physical
system, which is followed by control-system design [125]. In EREVs, we need to know
the functions of all components and their interactions to generate the best possible control
systems. The simulations are important because they predict system behavior given the
specifications provided. However, a simulation can also be used for the inverse task:
identifying system specifications that produce the desired behavior.
5.4. Size Optimization
It is essential to optimize the sizing of propulsion system components without reducing performance to reduce the manufacturing costs and emissions associated with
transport platforms. In a conventional vehicle, the size of the ICE is directly associated
with the maximum power required for the vehicle. Similarly, in the case of pure electric
vehicles, the range depends on the size of the battery. In general, it is the energy rather
than the power that conditions the sizing of the batteries. There is not total freedom of
design in either platform, because a single energy source powers the vehicle in both cases.
Extended-range electric vehicles have at least one degree of design freedom, that
is, the sizes of their energy sources, because more than one energy source is integrated.
The sizing of an EREV platform consists specifically of defining the size requirements in
terms of power and/or energy. Then, the sizes of the energy sources and the vehicle’s
power requirements implicitly define the sizes of the power converters that make up the
propulsion system. The choice of component size significantly affects vehicle’s performance
in terms of power availability, energy efficiency, manufacturing costs, and component life.
Figure 15 shows the strategies for plant/controller optimization.
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Figure 15. Optimization levels of an EREV.

6. The Process of Designing an EREV
Here we present a guide for designing an extended-range electric vehicle in general terms.
Once the kinds of technology have been analyzed and compared, after knowing the
possible configurations and the interactions of the components, a conceptual design of an
extended range electric vehicle can be generated. However, first, we must define the type
of vehicle we are going to design. There are three types that cover the vast majority of
vehicles, and they are compacts, pick ups, and trucks.
As a second step, depending on the type of vehicle we want to design, we select the
type of traction that this may have, which varies depending on the type of vehicle; the
three main types are FWD, RWD, and AWD.
As a third step, we define the technology of the electric motor that the EV will have and
its position for its configuration. In-wheel motors are commonly used in compact vehicles.
As a fourth step, we have the selection of the range extender system. We can make
our selection under certain criteria, and we are helped by Figure 16, where we compare
these technologies. For practice, we define two selection criteria: the amount of power
and the emissions. Large vehicles need high levels of autonomy; small vehicles can have
medium or low levels of autonomy. Our selection criteria are the extra range needed, a
high, medium, or low amount; and the space and weight that can be sacrificed.
As a fifth step, the controller selection (independent or general controllers) will depend
on the control strategy to use; we can consult Table 1.
We can also optimize the controller selection (see Section 5) using the strategies shown,
and our components’ sizes.
Then, we will finally have our extended range electric vehicle, which should have
ideal performance, optimal control, and optimized components. All steps are shown in
Figure 16.
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Figure 16. The process of designing an EREV.
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7. Discussion
This paper reviewed the current technologies, control methods, optimization methods,
and design methods for EREV vehicles, including the architecture, key components and
their interactions with each other, the sizing of components, and methods to find the optimal system-level design. Although at first glance, there seem many different configurations,
the most commonly used have an electric motor in the central position. However, the use
of an in-wheel motor is typical if the vehicle has high performance. The central aspect
to consider with the technologies used to recover energy and increase autonomy is the
cost of implementing them. Some technologies are more economical and easier to control.
Additionally, the fuel or resource cost for the range extender to work is a limiting factor
for integration and profitability; it helps the electric vehicle concerning autonomy. All the
technologies presented in this work aid electric vehicles. Depending on the budget that
each researcher or research center has, it can implement and carry out tests to verify and optimize the implementation of the selected technologies. Currently, the combustion engine
is the most common technology used to increase autonomy. That is why most researchers
seek to reduce ICEs’ fuel consumption to increase energy efficiency and recover energy. By
analyzing the literature, we can conclude that the use of optimization methods will depend
on the scope of the research, but usually involves finding the most efficient configuration
of all components, thereby solving different optimization layers for design. These could be
further used in more extended coordination methods to include the selection of topologies
and technologies. For instance, these extended coordination methods might include: (i) simultaneous topology and sizing design, alternating with controller design; (ii) controller
design nested for simultaneous topology and sizing, (iii) topology alternating with sizing
or control; or (iv) simultaneous topology, sizing, and control design. We have presented a
guide for determining critical components and the interactions between them in order to
design a new topology and optimize all levels depending on the technologies used.
To substantially reduce the computational burden, the introduction of approximations
of the original problem should shorten the driving cycle used for design, or one should use
parallel computing. Driving cycles used as input for the control (energy management strategy) or any simulation should be short, realistic, and representative of realistic driving types.
In some cases, it is necessary to create a personalized driving cycle to analyze the behavior
of the extended-range electric vehicle concerning energy consumption, range, and emissions. A problem that remains open is how to address multiple topologies with a large
variety in terms of component types and quantities in a more intuitive way. In addition,
optimization problems and automatic construction of topologies spur on the development
of control algorithms that automatically handle various topologies. Optimization objectives
can be defined to include, in addition to fuel, also cost, emissions, and performance aspects
to solve the design problem at the system level, to find a competitive EREV configuration
for the market. User-friendly methodologies are needed to help developers so that the
industry at large achieves the best designs early in HEV development.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
EV
EREV
APU
Series HEV
RE
ICEV
SOC
PHEV
FWD
RWD
AWD
ICE
ICE-ER
RSA-ER
RB-ER
RBS
RRBCS
AMT
FC
FC-ER
MGT
MGT-ER
TAE
TAE-ER
TAC
FES
FES-ER
PVC
SES
RE
RE-ER
WT
WT-ER
GHG
EMS
BMS
OEM
CAGR

Electric vehicle
Extended range electric vehicle
Auxiliary power unit
Series hybrid electric vehicles
Range extender
Internal combustion engine vehicle
State of charge
Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle
Forward wheel drive
Rear-wheel drive
All wheel drive
Internal combustion engine
Internal combustion engine extended range
Regenerative shock absorber extended range
Regenerative braking extended range
Regenerative braking system
Revised regenerative braking control strategy
Automatic mechanical transmission
Fuel cell
Fuel cell extended range
Micro gas turbine
Micro gas turbine extended range
Thermoacoustic engine
Thermoacoustic engine extended range
Thermoacoustic converter
Flywheel energy storage
Flywheel energy storage extended range
Photovoltaic cell
Solar energy storage
Rotary engine
Rotary engine extended range
Wind turbine
Wind turbine extended range
Greenhouse gases
Energy management system
Battery management system
Original equipment manufacturer
Compound annual growth rate
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